USPSTF Perspective on Evidence-Based Preventive Recommendations for Children

Abstract

The development and use of evidence-based recommendations for preventive care by primary care providers caring for children is an ongoing challenge. This issue is further complicated by the fact that a higher proportion of recommendations by the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) for pediatric preventive services in comparison with adult services have insufficient evidence to recommend for or against the service. One important root cause for this problem is the relative lack of high quality screening and counseling studies in pediatric primary care settings. The paucity of studies limits the development of additional evidence-based guidelines to enhance best practices for pediatric and adolescent conditions. In this article, we describe the following: (1) evidence-based primary care preventive services as a strategy for addressing important pediatric morbidities, (2) the process of making evidence-based screening recommendations by the USPSTF, (3) the current library of USPSTF recommendations for children and adolescents, and (4) factors influencing the use of USPSTF recommendations and other evidence-based guidelines by clinicians. Strategies to accelerate the implementation of evidence-based services and areas of need for future research to fill key gaps in evidence-based recommendations and guidelines are highlighted. Pediatrics 2012;130:e399–e407
The changing nature of pediatric morbidities calls for the development of evidence-based screening and behavioral counseling guidelines that are implemented by pediatric primary care providers. These evidence-based recommendations must be rooted in the strongest levels of evidence generated by systematic reviews and rigorous clinical trials for the most effective and highest quality care to be delivered to children and their families. Although clinical guidelines and pathways have long been featured as part of pediatric practice, only recently has attention focused on the importance of standardizing the guideline process to ensure high quality evidence-based care.

Preventive service guidelines are almost always directed at primary care clinicians. Primary care is an excellent venue for delivering evidence-based clinical preventive services, such as screening, immunizations, and behavioral counseling interventions. Such interventions can increase the identification, treatment, and prevention of childhood diseases and disorders. However, primary care remains an underutilized venue for providing preventive services even though parents want preventive and early interventions delivered in the primary care setting because they are not as willing to participate in certain services (eg, behavioral counseling) when they are offered in other health care settings.1,2

The US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF), the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), and other professional organizations have long provided child health providers with published prevention service guidelines and recommendations for various child and adolescent preventive health topics. However, clinicians face challenges in the use of these guidelines in large part because of different methodological approaches to the formation of these guidelines, which can lead to conflicting or inconsistent recommendations. In these circumstances, clinicians are often faced with making decisions under uncertain conditions. In contrast, there is a more comprehensive body of evidence for adult preventive services, including comparative effectiveness reviews, which supports clinicians to implement the best evidence-based interventions. The lack of a high quality body of evidence for children is multifactorial and includes limitations in research funding for child health, especially in preventive services and primary care, along with insufficient numbers of pediatric researchers whose interests lie in these areas.

As developers of evidence-based preventive services recommendations, we wrote this article to clarify and discuss the following: (1) the basis of evidence-based primary care preventive services as a strategy for addressing important pediatric morbidities; (2) the current and evolving process of making evidence-based screening recommendations by the USPSTF; (3) the current library of USPSTF recommendations and statements for children and adolescents, including those with insufficient evidence to make a recommendation; (4) some key factors that may influence the use of the USPSTF recommendations and other evidence-based guidelines by clinicians; and (5) a framework for how researchers and funders can close critical evidence gaps to increase the quantity and coherence of evidence-based recommendations and guidelines.

EVIDENCE-BASED PRIMARY CARE PREVENTIVE SERVICES AS A STRATEGY FOR ADDRESSING CURRENT MORbidities

Evidence-based practice (EBP) is the conscientious use of the best evidence from well designed studies integrated with a clinician’s expertise and their patient’s preferences and values in making decisions about patient care.3 Although EBP can improve health care quality and patient outcomes as well as reduce morbidities, mortality, costs, and geographic variation of health care services, evidence-based decision-making and implementation of clinical preventive services are not standard practices by many clinicians and professional organizations across the United States.4,5 Unless targeted strategies to accelerate EBP across the nation are routinely implemented (eg, incentives, performance measurement, and behavioral skills training with primary care providers in the use of evidence-based guidelines), the Institute of Medicine’s goal that 90% of all health care decisions will be evidence-based by 2020 may not be realized.6

One major obstacle to advancing evidence-based primary care clinical preventive services is that some professional organizations and health care systems continue to issue recommendations and policies that are not necessarily based on rigorous evidence-based processes, or they issue recommendations that are based on weak/poor quality evidence or the opinion of experts. As a result, there can be considerable variation in guideline recommendations for specific services coming from professional organizations, health care systems, and independent bodies.7 As one example, a study conducted by Belamarich et al8 revealed that none of the 162 verbal health advice directives from 57 policy statements by the AAP on which pediatricians should counsel their patients and parents included evidence regarding the efficacy of the advice. Yet another example is that some professional organizations recommend routine lipid screening in children with cardiovascular risk factors despite the fact that there is insufficient and less than high quality evidence to support this recommendation.9,10

Recently, the Institute of Medicine provided important standard guidance regarding the formulation of clinical
guidelines and the key foundational attributes of a high quality guideline process.\textsuperscript{7} Despite this helpful call for standardization, clinicians who are presented with recommendations by using insufficient or weak/poor quality evidence face a professional dilemma because research indicates that health care providers are less likely to implement recommendations that are not supported by strong evidence.\textsuperscript{11} Further, clinical practice variation from lack of rigorously developed guidelines contributes to poor quality care and wasteful health care spending.\textsuperscript{12}

Another factor contributing to additional variation in guideline development results from different approaches to the consideration of harms for services and their impact on the overall recommendation. In many circumstances, there is a lack of evidence for potential harms because these data are not often assessed in clinical trials and other studies. A harm that is often overlooked in guideline development is the diversion of precious health care resources (eg, clinician time), which are wasted if there is a very small benefit for a preventive intervention.

The limited supply of high quality studies in primary care that address the most prevalent preventable current morbidities of children and adolescents is a major barrier to creating robust evidence-based prevention guidelines for clinicians. As a result, much of pediatric primary care practice is guided by personal clinical expertise, intuition, or recommendations based upon expert interpretation of low quality evidence.\textsuperscript{13} The development of high quality evidence-based guidelines is only a starting point toward clinical improvement. Even when high quality studies and rigorous evidence-based guidelines exist, it may take several years to translate them into clinical practice due to delays in adoption and use by health systems and health care providers.\textsuperscript{10,14,15} For example, Mabry et al\textsuperscript{16} found that, despite consensus guidelines recommending the use of BMI for the diagnosis and management of obesity during well-child visits in primary care practices, BMI was documented in only 5% of initial visits for children eventually diagnosed with obesity during a routine well-child visit in a general pediatric practice. More recently, a survey of 1005 nonretired AAP members indicated that only 52% assessed BMI for children older than 2 years of age.\textsuperscript{17} Further, Mangione-Smith et al\textsuperscript{18} reported that only 40.7% of children and 34.5% of adolescents received indicated preventive clinical services. Much remains to be accomplished in enhancing the use of guidelines and recommendations because it is estimated that only half of evidence-based preventive services are provided in primary care practices.\textsuperscript{19}

\section*{THE PROCESS OF MAKING SCREENING RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE TASK FORCE}

The USPSTF has been a major source of benchmark prevention recommendations for both children and adults for over 25 years. These recommendations have been widely available to clinicians through the \textit{Guide to Clinical Preventive Services} or the USPSTF Web site (http://www.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org), which provide updated evidence-based recommendations for over 100 primary care screening and behavioral counseling topics. The USPSTF recommendations are guided by a process specified in the Task Force procedure manual, which is available online at the Task Force Web site.\textsuperscript{20} After a topic has been prioritized for review or updating by the USPSTF topic prioritization workgroup, a transdisciplinary team of task force members with support from researchers at one of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality-funded EBP centers (EPCs) assigned to the topic develops a set of key questions and an analytic framework that are used to guide a systematic evidence review. Analytic frameworks are unique for each topic but share similar templates to reveal how the USPSTF assesses the benefits and harms of a preventive service (Fig 1).

The task force now seeks public and professional feedback on draft versions of the analytic framework, key questions, and topic work plan. For screening recommendations, the USPSTF seeks direct evidence to support the efficacy of screening on final health outcomes (eg, health events, quality of life or mortality), but such evidence from screening trials is often lacking. Recommendations also can be based on a chain of indirect evidence visible in the analytic model, including evidence about the accuracy of a screening tool in identifying the condition, the accuracy of any additional evaluation after a positive screening test, and the effectiveness of treatments for the condition on intermediate and final health outcomes. Key questions also always address potential direct and indirect harms of screening tests.

An EPC independently conducts a systematic review on an assigned topic. After the literature review is completed and the evidence is appraised and summarized by the EPC, it is brought to the USPSTF for review and critical appraisal. Reviews are sent for peer review to outside experts, who are asked to provide critical feedback regarding the methods and conclusions of the evidence review. A small working group of task force members then generates preliminary recommendations based on the final literature review.

The process of developing a recommendation grade for a service involves evidence appraisal at 3 levels.\textsuperscript{21} First, each study included in the review is rated for quality by using predefined criteria developed by the USPSTF. Next, the USPSTF assesses the overall adequacy
and strength of evidence for each of the key questions. A set of 6 critical appraisal questions are used to guide the evidence appraisal for each question (Table 1), which ultimately leads to a decision regarding the adequacy of evidence to support a conclusion or that question. Evidence is judged to be insufficient, adequate, or convincing. The coherence and consistency of the evidence are important factors that are used to render the decision regarding each question.

The overall assessment of “net-benefit” of a preventive service is determined by the comparison of the magnitude of benefits relative to harms associated with the service. Benefits are assessed by reviewing the magnitude of both the relative and absolute improvements in health outcomes associated with the delivery of the service.22 Health improvements may be measured in terms of avoidable health events or health status (eg, death, reduction in disease incidence, or quality of life). Improvements in intermediate health outcomes, such as biometric markers (eg, blood lipid values, BMI), may be considered in the assessment of benefit, providing there is adequate or convincing evidence to link these outcomes to key health outcomes. Harms are assessed by examining the magnitude of harm associated with screening, additional work-up, and treatment. Downstream harms may occur from subsequent testing and interventions that result from an initial false-positive result of the screening test or from true-positive results. The assessment of net-benefit can be challenging because the “units” of benefit and harm are rarely matched, and the certainty of benefits versus harms may be different. Comparing the “number needed to screen” to the “number needed to harm” can provide some useful information but must be interpreted based on the specific benefits and harms evaluated and their impact on health and quality of life. In the absence of direct evidence from trials, any gap in the indirect chain of evidence can make it impossible to reliably judge net benefits.

Finally, the topic work group focuses on the overall level of “certainty” and “magnitude” about the evidence regarding the service’s net benefit. The level of certainty is rated as “high,” “moderate,” or “low” by using specific criteria related to the number of studies, their consistency, gaps in the chain of evidence, and generalizability to primary care practice.

By using both the magnitude of net benefit and the certainty of net benefit assessments, the USPSTF relies on a standard matrix to guide the assignment of a letter grade for its recommendations (Table 2). Preventive services judged to have a high certainty of substantial or moderate net benefit receive an “A” or “B” grade. Services associated with 0 or net negative benefit with either high or moderate certainty receive a “D” grade and are not recommended. Services of small net benefit of either high or moderate certainty receive a “C” grade. An “I” statement is given to services if there is low certainty to judge the magnitude of net benefit.23

The USPSTF recommends that services with A or B letter grades should be uniformly recommended for all patients who meet criteria for the service. C-rated services are appropriate for selected individuals and should be implemented after a discussion with patients and families about the relatively small net benefit and potential harms. D-rated services should not be offered because of the lack of benefit or net harm. The USPSTF recognizes that patients may have questions about or request grade D services. In this case, clinicians should make sure that patients and families are fully informed and make a collaborative decision based on the patients’ health status and preferences. Services with an I statement also should not be implemented on a routine basis without first introducing shared decision-making with patients and families about the insufficiency of evidence and

---

**TABLE 1 Critical Appraisal Questions Used by the USPSTF in Evaluating Evidence**

1. Do the studies have the appropriate research design to answer the key question(s)?
2. To what extent are the existing studies of high quality? (ie, What is the internal validity?)
3. To what extent are the results of the studies generalizable to the general US primary care population and situation? (ie, What is the external validity?)
4. How many studies have been conducted that address the key question(s)? How large are the studies? (ie, What is the precision of the evidence?)
5. How consistent are the results of the studies?
6. Are there additional factors that assist us in drawing conclusions (eg, presence or absence of dose-response effects, fit within a biologic model)?

---

**FIGURE 1**

Example of an analytic framework used by the USPSTF.
uncertainty about the net benefit of the service. In its Guide to Clinical Preventive Services, the USPSTF provides clinicians with support for discussing I-rated services with patients.

THE CURRENT USPSTF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

The Task Force’s 33 recommendation statements related to child and adolescent health can be found at http://www.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org/tfchfocus.htm. In the last 2 years, the USPSTF has released 8 new or updated recommendation statements related to children and adolescents on topics such as screening for obesity, depression, and hearing loss in newborns. Some topics under review include screening for hypertension in children, tobacco use prevention, and oral health preventive services. A relatively high proportion of the child and adolescent clinical preventive services recommended by the USPSTF have received an I rating because the evidence is insufficient to determine their net benefits (Table 3), limiting the breath and utility of the library.

Other producers of evidence-based guidelines in addition to the USPSTF often elect to substitute “expert opinion” when there is insufficient evidence. Further, some guideline producers use other well-codified guideline methods, such as GRADE, that do not have an equivalent I statement and, therefore, may provide a recommendation grade based on relatively weak evidence. The USPSTF seeks to broaden its portfolio of child and adolescent topics and to “convert” existing I statement topics to recommendations with one of the other letter grades by highlighting key gaps in current knowledge that should be targeted for funding and investigation by researchers.

TABLE 2 Standard Grid to Assign Letter Grade Recommendations by the USPSTF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certainty of Net Benefit</th>
<th>Magnitude of Net Benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substantial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Insufficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRANSLATING EVIDENCE-BASED RECOMMENDATIONS INTO PRIMARY CARE PEDIATRIC PRACTICE

The standardization of guideline development processes should yield greater consistency in recommendations produced by different organizations, however; the use of and fidelity of guideline implementation remains an obstacle to realizing the full impact of an evidence-based preventive service. Some potential barriers that impede widespread implementation of evidence-based guidelines include the following: (1) lack of provider EBPs knowledge and behavioral skills training; (2) settings or environments that do not provide an EBP context and culture; (3) lack of resources and EBP tools to enhance workflow; (4) perceptions by health care providers that implementation of EBPs takes too much time; and (5) skeptical and negative attitudes toward EBPs. Low self-efficacy in health care providers’ EBPs skills and weak beliefs about the value of EBPs and their ability to implement it also have contributed to variations in how well providers adhere to EBPs. One key strategy to facilitate EBPs and the uptake of evidence-based guidelines in practice, especially for those that involve behavioral interventions, is skills-based training of providers and access to tools that assist in implementation. For behavior to change in providers, moderate to intense skills-based training is necessary because it is well known that passive dissemination of information or stand alone didactic instruction does not typically lead to behavior change. Specifically, interactive skills-building sessions with clinicians (eg, use of individualized feedback and audit) have been successful in facilitating evidence-based care and, therefore, should be made available to pediatric primary care providers.

Findings from studies also have indicated that the ability of clinicians to implement evidence-based recommendations or guidelines is highly influenced by their environment or practice setting. Therefore, organizations need to build cultures and contexts that provide consistent support and resources for clinicians to implement best practices because these are critical for the implementation and sustainability of EBPs. Further, because findings from research have supported that EBP mentors in clinical practice settings increase the translation of research findings and evidence-based guidelines into clinical practice, providing these mentors to work with direct care providers can promote and sustain evidence-based care. Findings from a recent before–after quasi-experimental study with 163 clinicians also indicated that providing a consistent set of clinical preventive services guidelines by competing health plans improved the delivery of recommended preventive services. Finally, strategies for EBP implementation must “make the right thing the easy thing” (p. 1911) because health care providers are overloaded. Therefore, health care systems must make implementation of evidence-based recommendations or guidelines easy for clinicians to implement. For example, health information technology with point-of-care reminders and clinical decision support systems
TABLE 3 Current USPSTF Recommendations for Children and Adolescents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cervical cancer (Papanicolaou test) screening (2003)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonococcal ophthalmia neonatorum: preventive medication (newborns) (2005)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV infection: screening (2005)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlamydial infection: screening (2007)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High blood pressure: screening (2007) (18 y and older)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickle cell disease: screening (2007)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothyroidism, congenital: screening (2008)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylketonuria: screening (2008)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonorrhea: screening (2005)</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexually transmitted infections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling for sexually active adolescents (2008)</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling for nonsexually active adolescents (2008)</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herpes simplex, genital: screening (2005)</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin cancer: counseling (2003)</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech and language delay: screening (2006)</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor vehicle occupant restraints: counseling (2007)</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide risk: screening (2004)</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophylaxis with oral fluoride supplementation at currently recommended doses to preschool children older than 6 mo of age whose primary water source is deficient in fluoride (2004)</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy diet (nutrition): counseling (2003)</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A and B grade recommendations: discuss these services with eligible patients and offer them as a priority. D grade recommendations: discourage the use of the services unless there are unusual additional considerations. I statements: carefully read the Clinical Considerations section for guidance, and help patients understand the uncertainty surrounding these services.

can enhance certain behaviors, although too many reminders may cause clinicians to begin to ignore them.35

THE NEED TO GENERATE MORE EVIDENCE FOR CHILD PREVENTIVE SERVICES

The I statements in the list of USPSTF topics on child health reflect a lack of high quality studies that can be used for actual recommendations. As an example, due to a lack of good or fair quality studies, evidence was insufficient for the USPSTF to recommend routine lipid screening for children and adolescents. Evidence also was insufficient to recommend routine depression screening in children between the ages of 7 and 11 years of age.

Although it is recognized that I statements have ambiguous meaning for clinicians, they do offer tremendous opportunities for researchers and funders to quickly identify key research gaps that address important health priorities. Funders could assume an important role by working with the USPSTF and other evidence guideline producers and delivery stakeholders to craft new funding opportunity announcements that focus directly on specific questions to fill research gaps that exist and impede the advancement of a recommendation statement from an I to one of the other letter grades.

One example of a recent success that fueled the conversion of an I statement to a B recommendation by the USPSTF is screening for child obesity. In 2010, the USPSTF updated the recommendation for obesity screening based on new evidence that demonstrated the effectiveness of behavioral interventions on the reduction of body mass. The evidence needed for the conversion of an I to a B recommendation came from studies on the effectiveness of interventions, not on screening tests.36 Evidence gaps also can be closed by longitudinal cohort study designs, case-control studies, studies of diagnostic tests, and modeling studies. In addition to needing more pediatric effectiveness studies, the Institute of Medicine also has recently called for comparative effectiveness research in selected areas of pediatric primary care, including the comparison of effectiveness of various delivery models in preventing dental caries in children and comparing the effectiveness of various primary care treatment strategies for attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.37

Significant challenges exist in performing high quality research for USPSTF and other guideline producers. Existing studies often lack sufficient statistical power or appropriate control groups, are conducted outside of primary care settings, or include measurement of only short-term health outcomes. In some cases, the logistics and costs of conducting randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of sufficient size and duration to address the influence of the growth and development trajectory in pediatric patients are major barriers. Children
undergo dramatic changes physiologically and psychologically well into their late teens and early 20s, making the generalization of findings throughout the pediatric range difficult. Because some preventive services, such as lipid and hypertension screening, may not have an impact on health outcomes until the adult years, studies must carefully consider appropriate intermediate health outcomes or conduct modeling to project long-term results. Rigorous long-term observational studies, such as the National Children’s Study being conducted by the National Institutes of Health (NIH), could help fill important research gaps if identified in advance. More widespread implementation of pragmatic trials and cohort studies that use real-time electronic medical records data may make it easier to identify cohorts with robust clinical data to address these questions.

The limited funding for studies in the area of child health preventive services by federal agencies, such as the NIH and others that fund research, creates another important barrier. Cohen et al recently reported on the number of RCTs conducted during the years 1985–2005 among children and adults separately and together. Analyses of 43,326 RCTs by these investigators revealed that the growth in the number of published RCTs among adults exceeded that among children in 24 of 31 specialties examined. Though insufficient funding is not likely to be the only reason for this finding, NIH funding of child health studies recently declined to 11.3% of its total expenditures even though children comprise 20% of the US population.39 Reprioritizing the allocation of some of the existing resources to answer key questions with insufficient evidence would increase the value of research expenditures. The funding of research targeted at preventive services in children, considering the potential lifetime positive impact of such services, is clearly the ultimate embodiment of prevention and its cost-benefit dimension.

MOVING EVIDENCE-BASED RECOMMENDATIONS AND GUIDELINES INTO CLINICAL PRACTICE

The USPSTF has great interest in the dissemination and implementation of recommendations for which sufficient evidence does exist. Technology, quality, and process improvement approaches along with systems-based health care all offer a means to ensuring that application. Electronic health records, with the ability to incorporate built in reminders about preventive services, and the array of Web-based resources that can spread up-to-date EBP guidelines quickly, can place new information and care approaches into practice in a matter of weeks and months rather than years. However, physicians caring for children, especially pediatricians, are significantly slower than other doctors to integrate electronic health records into their clinical practices.41 Quality and process improvement tactics that use lessons learned can help to establish systematic approaches to ensure that preventive services are consistently and reliably delivered to all appropriate patients. Changing the concept that primary care and preventive services are delivered by a single provider to delivery by a health care system that has an integrated team of providers, often with many different levels of expertise that includes the patient and family, and utilizing technology to facilitate communication among the team are particularly important. In addition, minimizing individual provider variability is critical in ensuring that preventive services are provided to patients. Relying on individual provider behavior change without a systems approach has repeatedly failed.

SOLUTIONS FOR ACCELERATING THE GENERATION AND USE OF EVIDENCE-BASED CLINICAL PREVENTIVE SERVICES

Key solutions to enhance the development and delivery of evidence-based preventive service guidelines for children and teenagers include the following:

- Standardizing the methods used by all organizations to create evidence-based clinical guidelines as outlined by the Institute of Medicine, this is an important first step toward creating greater consistency and coherence of recommendations.
- Focusing research and funding prioritization on I statements by the USPSTF, which could have a significant impact in changing clinical policy in pediatric preventive care.
- Accelerating efficacy and effectiveness trials, as well as comparative effectiveness research in pediatric primary care.
- Focusing on outcomes, such as quality of life and functional status, rather than just the incidence of disease or mortality, in analytic frameworks for systematic reviews and guidelines.
- Using systems-based care and process improvement concepts and applications to ensure reliable provision of child health preventive services.
- Offering more skills-based training and mentoring to pediatric primary care providers in EBPs.
- Providing more research training for pediatric primary care providers who can then conduct studies to address evidence gaps.
- Developing primary care workflows, tools, and supporting organizational cultures that enhance and sustain EBP by clinicians.
CONCLUSIONS

To achieve the delivery of high quality pediatric preventive clinical services in health systems, leaders and researchers will need to address 2 important issues: (1) increasing the pool of available high quality research studies that target key questions already identified as critical to the development of evidence-based recommendations and guidelines for clinicians and (2) improving the uptake and use of evidence-based guidelines in practice through the integration of innovative models of primary care delivery.

Childhood and adolescence are the foundation for adulthood. Implementation of evidence-based preventive services with children and teenagers is essential in creating a healthy foundation for them to grow and develop into healthy productive adults.
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